JOE BLO SPEED SHOP

INTRODUCTION

Thank you for your interest in products manufactured by Joe Blo Speed Shop.
Our new catalogue contains many new items as well as our proven products from previous years that
have given Joe Blo Speed Shop it’s reputation for innovative design.
Continual R&D has resulted in many new products which you will find here.
Established in 1991, Joe Blo Speed Shop produces 95% of our products in house, using state of the
art CNC machining and CAD CAM designing.
We are proud of our highly skilled team which design, produce and deliver our products.
This has resulted in Joe Blo Speed Shop becoming an industry leader in supercharged EFI and LS
components.
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Ordering Information
Joe Blo Speed Shop can take your order via phone or email. Feel free to contact us
regarding any questions you may have.

Contact details
Unit 3-14 Holbeche Rd Arndell park, NSW 2148 Australia
61 416271970
Email: joe@joeblospeedshop.com
Website: www.joeblospeedshop.com
We Accept
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Bug/Bird EFI

Used with Enderle Bug & Bird Injectors.
The JB001 is a mounting system that lets you fit your eight injectors, fuel rails and wiring harness
all inside the injector.
Hiding all the components makes these EFI kits look very tidy. The only thing you see are the three
lines connected at the rear of the plate, the two outer #8 are for the fuel feed and return, the centre
is for the electrical harness which is hidden inside.
The JB001 has a 1”(25mm) thick base plate which sandwich’s between the blower and the injector,
raising it up by this amount.
If you are looking to keep your injector as low as possible look at our JB007 kit on page 5.
All Joe Blo EFI kits are designed to work with LS3/LS7 style short injectors, they are available in
many different flow sizes and are compatible with most standard and race fuels.
All EFI plates have an o ring groove on the top surface to eliminate the top gasket.
Available polished or black anodised.
Part #
JB001 (Polished)
JB001B (Black anodised)
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Big and Ugly EFI

Used with Enderle Big & Ugly (BAU) Injectors.
Also works with Hilborne shotgun injectors.
The JB005 works exactly like the JB001 (Bug & Bird EFI Kit). Due to the BAU shape the
injectors and rear fuel block needed to be moved forward to clear the rear swoop of the injector.
In doing this, a ninth injector needed to be place behind the rear fuel block facing backward at
45 degrees to spray fuel onto the rear of the rotors.
As air gets compressed in a supercharger it also gets heated, and with no or little fuel on the
rear of the rotors they too get very hot. The rotors and case are made from aluminium and have
very close tolerances to each other, so when heated they may clash and score, ruining the value
and performance of your supercharger.
Another reason is that hot air doesn’t make good power, by cooling the air it condenses and
more air is able to be pumped into the cylinders, creating more power.
Part #
JB005 (polished)
JB005B(black anodised)
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Low Profile Bug/Bird EFI

Used with Enderle Bug & Bird Injectors.
The JB007 has been designed to keep your injector as low as possible.
Again working just like the JB001 & JB005 kits. Only difference is that we have been able to delete
the 1”(25mm) base plate and fit the kit into the injector.
Each kit is assembled in our workshop and custom fitted to each injector. Each injector is slightly
different. We cannot sell the JB007 kit on its own for customers to fit themselves.
The three fittings for the fuel and electrical harness now exit the injector from the back of the injector casting.
To reduce the height even more we can machine the base of the injector up to 9/16”(15mm)
The standard injector height
Bug.........5-7/16”(130mm) tall.
Bird........6”(150mm)tall.
After machining of the base.
Bug........4-1/2”(115mm) tall.
Bird........5-3/8”(135mm)tall.
A lot lower than any carb and filter set ups.
Part #
JB007 (EFI kit)
JB007M (Machining of injector to fit JB007)
JBDECK (Machine base of injector 15mm)
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Injector Sizing
All Joe Blo Speed Shop EFI kits are designed for the LS3/LS7 style short injector.

These injectors are available in many flow sizes and are also available for most standard and race
fuels.
To correctly size injectors to your requirements you can use the formula below.
Injectors should be matched as close as possible to the horse power of the engine, too oversized
can lead to tuning problems and under sized could be detrimental.
How to choose the correct size EFI injector.
1.Take your target peak horse power and multiply by
*0.5 for naturally aspirated.
*0.6 for supercharged.
*0.625 for turbocharged.
2. Take that figure and divide by the number
of injectors being used.
3. Divide by 0.9 (for 90% duty cycle)
This will give you the lb/hr you will need for each injector.
Example: 800 horse power, supercharged V8 with 8 injectors.
(800 x .6 = 480),(480/8=60),(60/.9=66.666)
This application would require 66.666 pound
per hr fuel injectors.
If the formula gives you a number that is not available
then the general rule is to move up to the next larger size.
NOTE: This formula is for 98 octane fuel.
Injector wiring Harness
Injector wiring harness ready to fit into any of our
EFI kits, all plug styles available.
Part #
JB1W (BUG)
JB2W (BIRD)
JB3W (BAU)
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Nitro TPS Housing

Our TPS housings have been designed to replicate mechanical fuel injection components.
There are two to choose from, JB002 (Nitro Style) and JB003 (Square style). Both work the
same and fit up to the underside of the injectors in the standard barrel valve location. Using
standard Enderle levers and turnbuckle adjusters to easily tune the TPS.
Wiring for the switch exits the rear of the housing and can be hidden inside braided hose or
the Enderle stainless steel main fuel line.
When your injector has had the base machined off we recommend using the JB002 as it has
more clearance to the blower.
JB002 replicates a Nitro barrel valve often found on alcohol and nitro burning drag cars.
Part #
JBTPS (Throttle Position Switch)
JB002 (Nitro Style)
JB002B (Nitro Style Black)
JB003 (Square Style)
JB003B (Square Style Black)

Throttle Position Switch Sensor (TPS)
This sensor is connected to the throttle and sends voltage back to the ECU (computer) in
reference to the throttles position.
All TPS switches will work with our kits but our housings have been designed to work with
this switch.
PART #
JBTPS
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Square TPS Housing

JB003 replicates the early style square barrel valve often found on gassers and nostalgic
drag cars.

All our Housing come complete with shaft and are fully polished or black anodised.
Enderle levers and turnbuckles are sold seperatley.

Levers andTurnbuckles
This lever fits onto the TPS shaft and is connected to the throttle arm via the turn buckle.
Part#
JBLEVER
JBTURN
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Bug/Bird filters

Used with Enderle Bug and Bird injectors.
Our filters are made from polished billet aluminium, have a stainless steel mesh with
a .040”(1mm) opening. Behind this is another frame which has a nylon screen with a
.005”(.127mm) opening.
Our filters give protection to your supercharger and engine without sacrificing looks.
The filters are easily attached with two small grub screws and they can be removed within
seconds.
Part #
JB1F (Bug Filter)
JB2F (Bird Filter)

Bug/Bird blanks
Enderle injectors flow large volumes of air and is usually more than most street engines require.
We find that when using our EFI systems in cruise type cars that its best to blank one or two of the
butterflies. This tames the engine making it easier to drive yet still able to make great horse power.
Use our blanking plates to blank off your injector butterflies easier.
Part#
JB1B (BUG)
JB2B (BIRD)
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Big and Ugly Filters/Blanks

Used with Enderle BAU Injectors.
Using the same stainless steel and nylon filtration as the Bug & Bird filters we have designed
filters and blanks that go behind the butterfly on BAU injectors.
When fitted behind the butterfly they are not visible and bystanders are none the wiser.
With the same principles for blanks as previously mentioned, a more prominent difference will
be noticed on the BAU as the butterflies are so large.
Usually one filter is fitted to the centre and two blanks to the outer butterflies.
The BAU comes in a number of different butterfly sizes, we cater for all.
Part #
JB3F (BAU Filter)
JB3B (BAU Blank)
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Bug/Bird Progressive Slide Valve

Used with Enderle Bug Injectors.
Continuing with the blanking of butterfly’s topic. We have had customers say that they love
the drivability that blanking the two outer butterflies offers, yet want to make more horse
power (800 plus)
So we have developed this progressive slide valve set up which gives you the best of both
worlds.
At idle the progressive slides are closed and only the centre butterfly is flowing air. As the
throttle is opened slightly for general cruising and parking it will still only be operating on one
butterfly.
Once more throttle is applied (approximately ¼ opening) the progressive slides will start to
open and at full throttle all butterflies and slides are at 100%.
The 4 slide ports when fully open have the same area as 2/3 of one bug butterfly. This added
air flow will help you make up to 1000hp.
Part #
JB1PSV (Bug Progressive Slide Valve)
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Throttle Brackets

Often throttle cable brackets are left to each customer to custom make. We have made life
easier with these brackets that look great and function also.
Made to fit all the Enderle Injectors, we have two sizes;
Part #
JB1TB (Bug & Bird Throttle Bracket)
JB1TBB(Bug & Bird Throttle Bracket Black)
JB3TB (BAU Throttle bracket)
JB3TBB (BAU Throttle bracket Black)
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8 Stack EFI Injector

This injector will bolt straight onto a 6-71 supercharger.
The throttle bodies are billet aluminium with 45-55mm butterfly diameter.
The electronic fuel injectors and wiring are hidden inside the plenum.
The fuel rail is part of the billet plenum.
Come complete with ram tubes, filters, linkages, TPS switch, wire harness and injectors sized
to your requirements.
Part #
JB8STACK
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Rapta Catcha

Used with Enderle 5” and 5-9/16” BAU injectors.
This light weight nylon scoop attaches to the front of the injector.
It helps draw more air into the injector creating more power.
Part #
JBRAPTA
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LS Billet Timming Covers

LS Chev Billet Timing Covers.
Available in both LS1 & LS3 configurations.
Part #
JBLS1001 (LS1, no cam sensor)
JBLS1003 (LS3, cam sensor)

*Machined from solid billet aluminium.*
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LS Mag/Pump covers

Designed to accept an RCD gear-drive to run a standard chev style shaft distributor or magneto.
You can then also run the mechanical fuel pump from that.
When using this cover, the magneto is placed behind the blower belt.
Part #
JBLS007
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LS Internal Crank Support

LS Timing cover with internal crank support.
A crank supports function is to help stop flex at the nose of the crankshaft, extreme loads are
generated when running a supercharger and can cause the crank to break. Adding a crank
support helps eliminate this.
A must for supercharged engines.
Available as a standard cover or with any our LS drive options.
Comes complete with a 4140 special crank hub with two keyways, heavy duty high speed
bearing and seal.
(photo of JBLS001CS right & JBLS003CS left)
Part #
JBLS001CS (LS1 with crank support)
JBLS003CS (LS3 with crank support)
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LS timming cover with accsessory
drive and internal crank support

LS Timing cover with accessory drive and internal crank support.
For the ultimate drive and support, these covers will do the lot.
Comes complete with a 4140 special crank hub with two keyways, heavy duty high speed
bearing and seal.
Part #
JBLS004CS (LS1 with mechanical pump drive and crank support)
JBLS007CS (LS1 with magneto drive and crank support)
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Crank Supports

External Crank Supports
These crank supports offer even more strength than the internal supports.
Comes complete with crank mandrel, bearing, front plate, side spacers, cross brace, rear
block brackets and all hardware.
Available in plain or black anodised.
Part #
JB100 (Small Block Chev)
JB200 (Big Block Chev)
JB300 (Holden 308)
JB400 (LS Chev)
JB500 (Ford Windsor)
JB600 (Ford Cleveland)
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LS Crank Support

LS Crank Support is available as standard or race versions.
The standard option with fit up using the standard alternator and brackets.

The race version has identical sides that require custom alternator fitment.
All our external crank supports have been designed for rootes style superchargers that are
top mounted, but work just as good for side mount pro charger style supercharges. Some
minor modifications for belt clearance may be necessary with these set ups.
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LS mechanical Fuel pump belt drive kit

Running mechanical fuel injection on an LS engine is no longer hard to do.
We are the first and only manufacturer to do this.
The kit easily bolts to the side of the LS block in the standard air conditioning location.
Works with or without all of our LS timing covers and internal or external crank supports.
Comes with everything needed including brackets, spacers, hardware, crank drive mandrel, pump
mount/slide bracket, pulleys and belt.
Part #
JBLS1001 (LS Mechanical fuel pump belt drive kit)
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LS Drive Hubs

LS crank hub.
4140 dual keyway crank hub.
Used when spaces are limited.
Moves alternater belt back 30mm (1 1/4 inch)
Shorter crank overhang also reduces crank flex.
Part #
JBLS1004 (LS 4140 crank hub)

LS balancer to blower pulley adaptor
Used with Powerbond balancer to adapt to the supercharger pulley.
Part #
JBLS1000 (Balancer adaptor)

LS Pump drive mandrel.
Used with the JBLS1001 mechanical pump drive kit when not using a supercharger, bolts
directly to the Powerbond Balancer.
Part #
JBLS1002 (LS pump mandrel)
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